
KEUR GUI : WAKE UP 

THIAT : Man has to have principles, know his objectives before it is too late,

Put concrete acts to move forward, avoid the fatalism which leads nowhere.

Avoid laxity, get up and act to support your mother.

Everybody wants to go out of this misery, some are ready to use mystical,

Girls into prostitution for crumbs, others do nothing for fear,

Men are afraid to face destiny.

Some have time to tell fibs on you, 

They can’t hide that they have a hatred against you.

Do not pay attention, they are not worth it,

They will see no evolution there.

There are more urgent, whatever is the problem stay serene.

Never turn away from your objective,

Do not destroy what you took time to build.

REFRAIN : Act instead of waiting,

Believe in yourself, fight.

Our life, our way,

What we believe, the way which we drew,

That is why we fight.

We want to get out of this,

We do not want to emigrate, rather stay and work,

We want to stay and avoid problems with the police.

We want to earn money with dignity.
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Our city, our city goes more and more badly.

KILIFEU: Life can not be easy,

Be aware of what wait for you.

Stand up and do not waste time any more.

Rather do your duty.

Your mission is to meet challenges, brings results.

You can not live in depend on others.

Listen to this voice which guides you,

It serves you as lighthouse.

A day will come you will be rewarded

Without owing anything to anyone.

You will collect only what you will have sowed.

Do not just hang out and act like fun-loving person as a chameleon.

Man must have horror of lies, have faith in him.

To succeed you have to fight,

Give your all, do not despair,

Prepare for the future to be able to get out.

To swindle is not the solution

Do not expose yourself to danger.

Nothing is easy.

REFRAIN : Act instead of waiting,

Believe in yourself, fight.

Our life, our way,

What we believe, the way which we drew,

That is why we fight.
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We want to get out of this,

We do not want to emigrate, rather stay and work,

We want to stay and avoid problems with the police.

We want to earn money with dignity.

Our city, our city goes more and more badly.

KILIFEU: Earn your living lawfully.

Man has to avoid pedantry, avoid to dwell on trivialities,

Avoid to act under influence, avoid to get involved in business of others.

It is better to act that to be a followers.

Believe in you, the success is at the end of the effort.

THIAT: Believe in what you advocate, 

Do not be distracted,

Do not be deviate from your way.

No matter what they think, do not worry about what they say.

You’ll regret it if you deviate from your course.

KILIFEU: Take care of what is entrusted to you,

Act in the rules,

Do not live in laxity,

Avoid following the bad way.

Times are hard for all,

It takes sacrifices to survive.

THIAT: Make sure not to be the last,
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Avoid easy deals, avoid to be pointed out 

And avoid to always make a speak about you

Hang on, you will only collect what you will have sowed.

To focus on the inheritance of your father 

Is not the duty of a man. 

REFRAIN : Act instead of waiting,

Believe in yourself, fight.

Our life, our way,

What we believe, the way which we drew,

That is why we fight.

We want to get out of this,

We do not want to emigrate, rather stay and work,

We want to stay and avoid problems with the police.

We want to earn money with dignity.

Our city, our city goes more and more badly.
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